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The High Average Power Laser (HAPL) program is a coordinated effort to develop Laser Inertial Fusion Energy.  The implosion of the

D-T target produces a spectrum of neutrons, X-rays, and charged particles, which arrive at the first wall (FW) at different times within

about 2.5 µs at a frequency of 5 to 10 Hz.  Helium is one of several high-energy charged particle constituents impinging on the

candidate tungsten armored low activation ferritic steel First Wall.  The spread of the implanted debris and burn helium energies results

in a unique space-time dependent implantation profile that spans about 10 µm in tungsten. Co-implantation of X-rays and other ions

results in spatially dependent damage profiles and rapid space-time dependent temperature spikes and gradients. The rate of helium

transport and helium bubble formation will vary significantly throughout the implanted region. Furthermore, helium will also be

transported via the migration of helium bubbles and non-equilibrium helium-vacancy clusters.

The HEROS code was developed at UCLA to model the spatial and time-dependent helium bubble nucleation, growth, coalescence,

and migration under transient damage rates and transient temperature gradients.  The HEROS code is based on kinetic rate theory,

which includes clustering of helium and vacancies, helium mobility, helium-vacancy cluster stability, cavity nucleation and growth and

other microstructural features such as interstitial loop evolution, grain boundaries, and precipitates.  The HEROS code is based on

space-time discretization of reaction-diffusion type equations to account for migration of mobile species between neighboring bins as

single atoms, clusters, or bubbles. HAPL chamber FW implantation conditions are used to model helium bubble evolution in the

implanted tungsten. Helium recycling rate predictions are compared with experimental results of helium ion implantation experiments.
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